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(54) Automatic feeder oonatruction lor poultry

(57) An autonnatic manger conetmctlon for poultry

comprises a plate coupled to a grid including a cylindric

portion receiving an outlet fitting whicii axiaily slides In

the cylindric portion, the outlet fitting being suitable for

coupling to a feeding pipe, and being characterized in

that the outlet fitting comprises openings or windows
which can be closed or opened by the cylindric portion

of the grid.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention rejates to an automatic

manger construction for poultry.

[0002] in intensive feeding poultry such as hens» tur-

Iceys, guinea-fowls, autonnatlc mangers are convention-

ally used, which sut>stantlatty comprise feed supping
pipes, on which are suspended plates Including adjust-

ing devices for adjusting the level of the delivered feed.

[0003] Modem feeding methods provide to arrange

the above mentioned plates, in the first poultry growing

step, at the ground level, and to hold a comparatively

high level of the feed material, to allow the poultry to be

easily fed.

[0004] As the pou Itry grows, the level of the feed ma-

terial in the plate Is progressively lowered to prevent

feed material from being wasted, since the larger ani-

mals tend to outward spread the feed.

[0005] Thus, it is necessary to periodicaliy perform

adjustment operations for adjusting the feed delivery

means, to progressively reduce the supplied feed level.

[0008] Such manual adjustment operations would in-

volve a great amount of labour, with the consequent

costs associated thereto.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Accordingly, the aim of the present Invention Is

to provide such a nrmnger constoiction which over-

comes the above mentioned drawbacks of the prior art.

[00(M] Within the scope of the above mentioned aim,

a main object of the invention is to provide such a man-

ger construction allowing the feed level to be automati-

cally remotely adjusted.

[0009] Yet another object of the present invention is

to provide such a manger construction which very re-

liable and safe in operation.

[001 0] Yet a further object of the present Invention is

to provide such a mangerconstmction which can be ap-

plied to existing feed delivering systenris.

[0011] According to one aspect of the present inven-

tion, the above mentioned aim and objects, as well as

yet other objects, which will become more apparent

hereinafter, are achieved by a manger construt^on for

poultry comprising a plate coupled to a grid including a

cyilndric grid portion provided for receiving an outlet fit-

ting which can axialiy slide in said cyiindric grid portion

and can be coupled to a feed supply pipe, characterized

In that said o utiet fitting comprises a pi uraiity ofopenings

or windows which can be eidier dosed or opened by

said grid cyilndric portion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[001 2] Further charactertetlcs and advantages of the

present invention will become more apparent hereinaf-

ter from the following detailed dlsdosura of a preferred,

though not exclusive, errtbodiment of the Invention,

which is illustrated, by way of a merely indicative, but

not limitative, example, In the accompanying drawings,

5 where:

Figure 1 1s an elevation view Illustrating the nnanger

construction according to the invention;

Figure 2 is a cross-sectioned elevation view of the

10 manger construction, being shown in the open-win-

dow and minimum level condition thereof;

Figure 3 Is a further cross-sectioned elevation view

of the nrwiger construction, being shown in the

closed-window and minimum level condition there-

IB of;

Figure 4 is a further cross-sectioned elevation view

of the manger construction, being shown in the

open-window and maximum level condition thereof;

Figure 5 is a further cross-sectioned elevation view

20 of the mangar construction, being shown in the

closed-window and maxmfium level condition there-

of;

Figure 6 is a side view illustrating the outiet fitting

provided for sliding in a cyiindric portion of the man-
25 gerconstruction according to the invention and pro-

vided with a ioddng element, preventing tiie feed

level adjusting device to be arranged at a wrong po-

sition, as the manger construction is cleaned;

Figures 7 and 8 are respective cross-sectioned side

so views illustrating the outiet fitting, the locking ele-

ment being shown in a locking and an unlocking

condition respectively;

Figure 9 Is a top plan view illustrating the outlet fit-

ting;

35 Figure 9a shows two side views of the above men-
tioned ioddng or detent element;

F^ure 10 is a cross-sectioned side view of the man-

ger construction according to the invention, in the

embodiment thereof including the locking or detent

40 element, and witii the level adjusting device shown
in an unlocking conditton thereof; and

Figures 11 and 12 show two cross-secttoned side

views of the manger construction including the

above mentioned locking or detent element, the

4^ feed level adjusting devk:e being shown in an end

of stroke or limit kicking conditbn thereof.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

so (001 3] With referenceto the number references ofthe

above mentioned figures, the automatic manger con-

struction according to the invention, which has been
generally indbated by the reference number 1 ,

compris-

es a plate 2, coupled to a grid 3, including a cyilndric

S5 grid portion 4 provided for receiving an outiet fitting 5

whkih can axlally slide in said cyiindric grid portbn 4.

[0014] As shown, the outiet fitting 5 comprises a top

attachment 6 which can be coupled to a pipe 6 at a hole
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9 formed through said pipe, and which can be closed by

a dosing cap 10.

PWI 5] At the bottom thereof, the outlet fitting 5 com-

prises a plurality of openings or window 11 and, there-

under, an enlarged bottom 1 2 which can be anBnged at

a tapering ridge 13 formed In the center of the plate 2.

[0016] The bottom 12 of the outlet fitting Is engaged

by a feed adjusting device 1 4, comprising a tapering or

conic body having a cylindric portion including a plurality

of different height In ner slots 1 5 for receiving therein cor-

responding ribs or guides 16 formed on the outer sur-

face of the enlarged bottom 12 of the outlet fitting 5.

|0017] In operation, bytuming the feed level adjusting

device and engaging different slots, It Is possible to ad-

just the vertical position of the adjusting device with re-

spect to the outlet fitting.

[0018] The Butomatb manger construction according

to the present invention operates as follows.

[001 9] With the manger construction supported by a

floor, the outlet fitting 5, rigid with the pipe 6, will slide

with respect to the cyllndhc portion 4 of the grid 3, by

bearing on the bottom of the plate 2 and opening the

windows 11 of said outlet fitting, as is clearly shown In

figure 2.

[0020] Simultaneously, the feed level adjusting device

14 will upward slide, with respect to the bottom 1 2 of the

outlet fitting 5.

PKI21] In this position, the feed material will exit the

open windows 11.

[0022] As the pipe 8 Is raised (figure 3), the grid 3 and

the plate2 rigid therewith will slide along the outlet fitting

6 to cause the cyllndrk: portion 4 of the grkJ 3 to abut

against the tapering portion 17 fomning the top portion

of the enlarged bottom 12 of the outlet fitting 5, thereby

closing said windows 11

.

[0023] Simultaneously, the feed level adjustingdevice

14 will slide with respecttothe outlet fitting, to cause the

ribs or guIdes 16 to bear on the bottom of slots 1 5 there-

by opening a bottom region for allowing the feed mate-

rial to pass therethrough.

[0024] In this connexion It should be apparent that

the size ofthe open region would depend on the prese-

lected guides, by ananging the feed adjusting device at

different angular positions with respect to the outlet fit-

ting.

[0025] In the exenrqslary shown embodiment, the slots

15 and corresponding guides 16 are anranged in three

series or patterns.

[0028] i^owever. it should be apparent to one skilled

in the art that the number and an^ngement of the slots

and related guides can be changed depending on the

number of different adjusting positions to be obtained.

[0027] Rgures 4 and 5 show respectively positions

analogous to those shown in figures 2 and 3, but in

which the size of the open region on the bottom of the

plate are maximum. Instead of minimum, as in the po-

sition which are shown in figures 2 and 3.

[0028] With reference to figures 6 to 12, it should be

apparent that the manger construction according to the

present invention comprises a iocldng or detent element

18 preventing the feed level adjusting device 14 from

being an-anged at wrong positions, as the manger con-
s struction 1 is cleaned by reversing It.

|]0029] During this cleaning operation, the loddng or

detent element 1 8 being removed, tiie feed level adjust-

ing device 14 would be arranged at a wrong position,

thereby requiring a manual relocating operation by an
10 operator.

[0030] In particular, as the iocldng or detent element

1 8 is turned about an anchoring pivot pin 19, it will as-

sume an end of strolce or limit lodcing position, or an

unlocking position.

[0031] This result Is possible since tiie locking or de-

tent element 18 has an elijptlcai configuration whk:h, at

a greater length condition thereof, and, accordingly, at

amaximum projection condition thereof, will preventthe

feed adjusting device from downward dropping, and as-

^ suming an inclined position, as the manger construction

1 is reversed during the cleaning operations.

[0032] it has been found that the Invention fully

achieves the intended aim and objects thereof.

[0033] In fact, an automatic manger construction al-

lowing an automatic and accurate adjustment of the

feed material has been provided.

[0O34] in practicing the invention, the used materials,

as well as the contingent size and shapes, can be any,

depending on requirements and the status of the art.

30

Claims

1. A manger construction for poultry comprising a
35 piate (2) coupled to a grid (3) Including a cyilndrte

grid portion (4) provided for receiving an outlet fitting

(5) which can axiaily sikie in saki cylindric grid por-

tion (4) and can be coupled to a feed supply pipe

(8) , characterized In that said outiet fitting (5) com-
40 prises a plurality of openings orwindows (1 1 ) whk^h

can be either closed or opened by said grid (3) cy-

lindric portion (4).

2. A manger construction
,
according to Claim 1 , char^

^5 acterlzed in that said grid (3) and cylindric portion

(4) are made as a single piece.

3. A manger construction, according to Claim 1 or 2,

characterizsd in that said manger construction

so comprises a feed level adjusting device (1 4} Includ-

ing atapering body having a cyllndhc portion includ-

ing different height Inner slots (15) provided for en-

gaging therein ribs or guides (1 6) formed on the out-

er surface ofan enlarged bottom portion (12) of said

S5 outiet fitting (5).

4. A manger construction, according to one or more of

Uie preceding claims, chaFBcterized in that the se-
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lies number of said slots (1 5) is equal to the number

of guides (16).

5. A manger constmction, according to one ormore of

the preceding claims, characterized In that said 5

feed level adjusting device (14) slides with respect

to said outlet fitting (5) to cause said ribs or guides

(16) to abut against the bottom of said slots (IS),

thereby leaving open a bottom region for allowing

the feed material to pass therethrough. io

6. A manger construction, according to one ormora of

the preceding claims, characterizecl In that the

size of the bottom open region depend on the

guides (1 6) being selected, by arranging said feed

level adjusting device (1 4) at different angular posi-

tion with respect to said outlet fitting (5).

7. A manger construction, according to one ormore of

the preceding claims, characterized In that with ^
the windows (11) opened, said windows are always

fully opened, independently from the adjustment of

the size of the bottom open region.

A. A manger construction, according to one ormore of ^
the preceding claims, characterized In that said

manger construction comprises a locking or detent

element (18) preventing said feed level adjusting

device ( 1 4) from being ananged at awrong position

as said manger construction is reversed for dean- so

ing it.

9. A manger construction, according to one ormore of

the preceding claims, charactorizsd in that said

iocldng or detent element can tum about an anchor- 33

ing pivot pin (19), to be arranged at an end of stroice

toclcing position as said tocldng element (18) is ar-

ranged at a maximum projection condition thereof.

10. A manger construction, according to one ormore of ^
the preceding claims, characterized In that said

tocldng or detent eienwnt (1 8) has an elliptic or ec-

centric configuration.
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